Le Kadeau Jewels supporting
CESVI #vicinidavvero
Le Kadeau for Bergamo

Bergamo hospital and the elderly people.
Le Kadeau fundraising for CESVI.

The territory of the province of Bergamo is nowadays one of the most affected by
Covid-19. Although many significant measures have been taken in the last few
weeks, the number of victims is not decreasing and it is really crucial to support all
the organizations that are trying to handle this situation.
In this phase, which is really crucial from a health and social perspective, we can also
make a contribution. CESVI is providing an important support, helping Bergamo
hospital buy facilities which are essential to manage this crisis and increasing
door-to-door services to support people over 65 in the provinces of Bergamo and
Milan.
Le Kadeau, with the collaboration of its goldsmiths, has therefore decided to support
CESVI with a fundraising, through the donation of 50% of the income derived by the
sale of jewels on the platform lekadeau.com.
We are a small entrepreneurial company designed and run by Laura Bosisio, who
wanted to embrace the values of a long family tradition in the jewelry industry. Her
desire led to the creation of a brand for today’s women, expressed by a creative team
mostly composed of women coming from the province of Bergamo. That is the
reason why, with Bergamo in our hearts, we decided to support CESVI with the
project Le Kadeau for Bergamo.
We are determined to help our city overcome this crisis, we are taking care of
ourselves and our dear ones by working hard towards a reconstruction which will be
possible through the determination and the cooperation of institutions, private
companies, large, medium and small businesses.
Le Kadeau is calling on all the jewelry and fashion lovers and on the entrepreneurs
within the Bergamo area and in the other provinces of Italy, to take part in this
initiative, to raise funds to support Covid-19 victims and people who are at higher risk
in this difficult situation.
The project will be available on social media as well, encouraging everyone to
become ambassador of the project, sharing ideas and giving new meanings to CESVI
initiatives, by using the hashtags #vicinidavvero and #lekadeauforbergamo.

lekadeau.com
info@lekadeau.com

To support Le Kadeau for Bergamo #lekadeauforbergamo you can:
- Buy a jewel on lekadeau.com;
- Share this project on whatsapp, email, social media;

KEY INFO
Company: Le Kadeau, by Laura Bosisio
Recipients: CESVI Onlus
Duration: April 9 – May 15 2020
Terms of Sale: A 10% discount will be applied to every purchase, while the 50% of the
income will be donated to CESVI Onlus. The bank transfer to CESVI will be sent up to
the date of any eventual returns (14 days - see our terms and conditions for further
information). Finally, a document will be issued to certify the bank transfer to CESVI
Onlus bank account. It is necessary to specify that production and delivery times
stated by our terms of sale may vary.
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